A framework for optimizing measurement weight maps to minimize the required sample size.
We propose a fully automatic statistical framework for identifying the non-negative, real-valued weight map that best discriminate between two groups of objects. Given measurements on a spatially defined grid, a numerical optimization scheme is used to find the weight map that minimizes the sample size required to discriminate the two groups. The weight map produced by the method reflects the relative importance of the different areas in the objects, and the resulting sample size reduction is an important end goal in situations where data collection is difficult or expensive. An example is in clinical studies where the cost and the patient burden are directly related to the number of participants needed for the study. In addition, inspection of the weight map might provide clues that can lead to a better clinical understanding of the objects and pathologies being studied. The method is evaluated on synthetic data and on clinical data from knee cartilage MRI. The clinical data contain a total of 159 subjects aged 21-81 years and ranked from zero to four on the Kellgren-Lawrence osteoarthritis severity scale. Compared to a uniform weight map, we achieve sample size reductions up to 58% for cartilage thickness measurements. Based on quantifications from both morphometric and textural based imaging features, we also identify the most pathological areas in the articular cartilage.